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The study of the Indian Merchant class during the nineteenth 
century in Mauritius has received scanty attention,' whereas the 
French merchant community in the eighteenth century Mauritius has 
been studied by Toussaint2 and recently an attempt was made to study 
the Chinese participation in the retail trade.' This essay will seek, in a 
very modest way, to explore the early years of the Indian merchants 
coming from Gujarat and Bombay who dominated the trade with 
India in the later part of the nineteenth century and assumed the role of 
"Strategic elite"4 influencing decision affecting society at large by the 
dawn of the twentieth century. The main focus of the essay is the 
Gujarati merchants, yet there existed in Mauritius, before 1810, a 
small group of South Indian merchants engaged mostly in the trade 
with other French possessions in continental India mainly 
Pondicherry. The Order in Council of 22 June 1829, removing all the 
discrimination affecting British subject of Indian Origin, led to further 
migration of some of these South Indian merchants. They seemed to 
have been active in the retail trade in the eastern suburb of Port Louis. 
This group of South Indian merchants were attracted to Natal in Sout11 
Africa following the influx of immigrant labour there' in 1880, but a 
group of South Indian merchants appeared to have been still active in 
Mauritius at the close of the nineteenth century and collaborated with 
the Gujarati merchants. 
' The   present essay falls into three parts: first, it traces the 
antecedence stage of the Gujarati mercantile community in Mauritius 
with a brief reference to historical development in India; second, it 
looks at some of the internal structure of trade and commerce as 
practised in Mauritius and third, it traces the entrepreneurial spirit and 
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the social organisation and briefly the political impact of this 
mercantile community in Mauritian life in general. The interpretation 
is based on notary deeds,' contemporary newspapers,' Port registers, 
Registrar Office's volumes regarding land transactions, scattered 
references in colonial documents, extrapolation from historical and 
commercial literature in other countries, and personal interviews with 
old people, the heirs of old time and existing trading firm founders. 
One of the major problems encountered with regards to firms is the use 
of given names to business practices. For example, the influential firm 
of "Ajum Goolam Hossen" is, in fact, part of the larger family 
enterprise of Piperdy of Rander, Gujarat. The representative in 
Mauritius was Ajum Goolam Hossen Piperdy. Sometimes also the 
English spelling for Indian names vary and may lead to confusion in 
the interpretation of both primary and secondary sources. 



The Antecedence of Gujarati Traders in Mauritius 
Gujarat's commercial and mercantile pre-eminence has been 
substantially dealt with by very many researchers! Here we shall 
attempt a brief summary to provide a back-cloth to those Gujarati 
merchants of Port Louis. Gujarat state itself, situated on the western 
coast of India, is washed by the Arabian Sea. One of its districts 
bordering present day Pakistan is the marshy district of Kutch which 
itself is next to Saurashtra in the district of Kathiavad. As we move 
along the coast, the districts of Bharuch and Surat form the greater 
unit of South Gujarat. The sea frontage of these areas has helped to 
build a maritime tradition in view of the fact that this area was since the 
medieval time involved in the great Arabic trade. And by 1392 the, 
domination of Indian trade by the Muslim sultanate of Gujarat is, 
acknowledged.' 
The development of trading emporia with their close dependence on 
political and military forces emerged at different nodal trading points 
along the Gujarat coast following contacts with the Arabs and 
Europeans. As noted by Alpers,`° the predominance of one centre was 
always a characteristic feature of this coast. Lothal, Cambay, Diu, 
Bharuch and lastly the most active, Surat were important trading 
centres and it was the shift southward of the British commercial 
factory to Bombay by G. Augier in 1672 that hampered and later on 
stullified the growth of Surat. 
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Travel accounts of the seventeenth century by European travellers 
revealed the commercial tradition of the Gujaratis. Jean Baptiste 
Tavernier" who visited India six times in the 1650's noted the 
socialisation processes of Gujarati children in their father's business 
practices. John Ovington who called at Surat in 1689 described the 
great commercial activities of this South Gujarat city. The emergence 
of Surat as the foremost port city of Western India is fairly well 
documented." Most researchers pointed out the existence of Parsee, 
Hindu and Muslim merchant communities. In the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth centuries the migration of Gujarati merchants led to 
Bombay's commercial success."
 

Gokhale'4 described the community of merchants at Surat as made 
up of Hindus, Jams, Muslims, Armenians and Parsees merchants. At 
Port Louis, it was predominantly the Muslims and Parsees who came 
to trade and practise commerce. The Muslim merchants were made up 
initially of Meimans. Dr Sergei Levin, a Russian Orientalist, attributed 
the Meiman's convertion to Islam to Pir Yusuf Din, a descendant to 
Abdul Kader Jelani in the fourteenth or eighteenth century. There are 
two groups of Sunni Meiman-those coming from Kutch referred to as 
Kutchee Meiman and a small group of Halaye Meiman coming from 
Kathiavad. In Mauritius, the Meiman merchant started business in 
1850's onwards and later on in 1860 were joined by Halaye Meimans.ls 
These merchants, to certain extent, preceded the Bohras merchants, 
some of whom came from Persia via Bombay. But it was the Sunni 
Muslim traders coming from the district of Surat who outnumbered all 
these groups. They were either urban traders of Surat and Rander, a 
town 2 miles above Surat or they were small planters under the 
raiyotry system" and came from the small villages around Surat like 
Barbodhan, Kathor, Kolvar, Navasari and other agricultural villages. 
The least represented group of merchants, the Parsees, during the mid 
nineteenth century, were the first to come to Mauritius. They were 
of Persian origin but left Persia because of religious persecution. They 
settled initially at Diu and Cambay and later on Surat and followed the 
British to Bombay. They were more "receptive to European 
influences"" and as such they were to be the first intermediary 
merchants between the Europeans and the Indian merchants.

An extremely interesting Parsee merchant at the dawn of the 
nineteenth century was Ratungee Bickagee who seemed to have come 
to' Mauritius at the time of the British capture in 1810. For, according 
to the inventory carried out after his death in 1847,'8 amongst his 
papers, he acknowledged a boy born in June 1812 from a creole 
woman from Reunion island as his son: 
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He was very active in lending money to several European traders. A 
certain Mr Collier borrowed 300 piastres in 1815 and later 200 
piastres.i9 Briefly, Bickagee seemed to have been one of the most 
important money lenders of the period (1815-1835). 
His most important function was to represent the interest of the 
Imam of Muscat in Mauritius and various other Bombay firms trading 
in the Indian Ocean. His papers revealed that he had to equip various 
bricks and schooners belonging both to the Arabs and the British. As 
representative of the firms Frith & Company, Jujabbey Dadebhoy and 
Sons (?) of Bombay he had to pay all the bills of transactions in 
Mauritius. 
This Parsee merchant seemed to have occupied a very privileged 
position in the Mauritian society of the 1820's. In the census of 1826, he 
was one of the non-white persons to live in the white part of the city of 
Port Louis. Like Ananda Ranga Pillai of Pondicherry, he had 
substantial dealings with all the major French and Britigh 
personalities. He helped to shape the perception of the local merchant 
classes towards their Indian counterparts. He travelled frequently to 
Bombay to see his family. At the close of his life, he seemed to have 
transferred a substantial amount of money to his daughter, Raneebaye 
Musser Wangee. he further encouraged the immigration of fellow 
Parsees like Pestongee Domanjee and more importantly Pestongee 
Manackjee who was going to succeed him at his death in 1847. 
He witnessed the first sufferings of the Indian immigrant and 
deponed in front of the Government Commission of 1838. He 
deplored the fact that Indians were not allowed time off to celebrate 
their religious festivals and their harsh treatment. He had to engage in 
the importation of Indian immigrant labourers himself following his 
securing the tender for the scavenging of the town of Port Louis in 
1835.2° 
After 1840, his major activities consisted in the importation of 
Indian condiments like "135 bags of tamarind, 45 bags of gram dholl, 
25 turbans" or beast of burden like mules from Arabia." He further 
engaged in speculative transactions on immovable properties. At his 
death in 1847, he seemed to have borrowed a substantial sum of money 
to purchase the French Consul's house at Grande Riviere - a village 
sotrie 2 kilometres from Port Louis. Briefly, Bickagee has mapped out 
the most salient characteristics of the Indian merchant class - the 
lending of money, the representation of shipping companies and 
Indian firms, the importation of Indian foodstuffs and other related 
items and the investment of money in the purchase of houses. 
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The co-religionists of Bickagee, Dowanjee and Pestongee 
Manackjee, helped to reinforce the image of the Indian merchant class. 
Pestongee Manackjee borrowed heavily from Bickagee to carry on his 
own business. He was most active after the death of Bickagee. We find 
him advertising for the auction of mules from Muscat and Arabia, rice, 
dholl, wheat and coriander from India. He became the agent for ships 
which carried out trade between Mauritius and India." He was the 
agent for"The City of Palaces", a square rigged vessel of about 320 
tons. But unlike Bickagee, he inaugurated the practice of investing in 
the sugar cane planting. On.the 18 March 1850z2 he invested about 
"3,000 piastres"in the sugar estate of Mr Lambert at L'Agrement in 
Moka. He had to contract a loan of two thousand piastres.z-3 
This antecedent phase to the influx of Gujarati merchants to 
Mauritius is marked by the Parsees. They seemed to have established 
the. basic framework for the coming of other merchants. In the mid 
nineteenth century Mauritius, the trade with India, as noted by 
Pridham,24 existed in a limited form and was mostly geared towards 
the importation of rice, and cotton cloth from Pondicherry. 
The links between these Parsee merchants and the coming of Muslim 
merchants from Kutch area based at Bombay and Surat district cannot 
be established very clearly. 
The improvement of the sugar cane industry in Mauritius following 
the suspension by the Board of India of coolie labour to Mauritius as a 
result of maltreatment and recruitment problem" from 1838-1843 was 
well under way. The restart of immigration in 1843 under Government 
control secured for the Mauritian sugarocrats a `steady supply of 
docile' labour. This new form of subsidized immigration brought some 
30,000 coolies to Mauritius between 1843-1848. It was during this 
period that Bickagee and Pestongee were busy importing Indian 
foodstuffs to be auctioned at Port louis. The inventory of Bickagee's 
belongings revealed a substantial number of dealings with Aga 
Mohamed and Turkey Shimree (?). Aga Mohamed was to be one of the 
first Gujarati traders in Mauritius. By the year 1840, Bickagee became 
a very important importer of Indian foodstuffs and had dealings with 
other Gujarati merchants at Bombay, but still the trade with India was 
carried by British merchants like Blyth and Pipon, Bell of French 
origin. 
" Pestongee Manackjee himself who bears the same family name as 
Rustumji Manackjee-the principal man.among the Parsee of Surat26 
may have had connection with other merchants in the Surat district. 
One of the very first Surtee merchants, Ismaljee Mamoojee, borrowed 
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from Bickagee "The sums of 57 piastres and 581 piastres at 15 per 
cent" in 1846.17

We find the same Ismaljee Mamoojee and Daoujee Moossajee, both 
of Surat, borrowing money from Pestongee Manackjee in April 1850 
to exploit land together with Mangalkhan28 in Plaines Wilhems. They 
also rented sixty arpents from Fortier,29 proprietor residing at Riviere 
Noire to cultivate sugar cane. It seemed that they suffered losses during 
the crash of 1848 and wanted to recover by buying or renting cheap 
sugar cane land. This trend of investing in agriculture is a particular 
characteristic of the Surtees. In fact in the 1880's a substantial number 
of merchants are going to practise trade together with planting sugar 
cane. 
It is safe to assume thaf these two Parsee merchants were the main 
agents for the attraction of Gujarati merchants to Port Louis. In 1851, 
the following merchants were established in Port Louis: Aga 
Mohamed Hassim, Ajee Ally Ackbar and Aza Mohamed Bucker, 
Elias Hassan, agent of Hadjee Jussop Noormamode, Mohamed Hajee 
Ismail, Osman Hajee Allareka, Pestongee Manackjee.3° Of these, three 
of them were at Hospital Street and one in each of the following streets: 
Corderie, Queen, Farquhar. These merchants were either Bohra of the 
Shia sect or Meiman coming from Kutch. Some of these Meiman 
merchants represented Bombay based firms like Jacob and Sons. If the 
pull factors concerning the Meiman merchants can be established, 
those dealing with the Surtees are difficult to fathom. 
The Surtees were small planters (with average size of holdings 
varying from 20 to 30 acres) and suffered both from 'the low 
productivity of agricultural land and the vagaries of the weather. One 
suspects that the new tax systems on land introduced by the British 
after 1857 might have contributed as push factors.3' 
The pattern of migration to Mauritius of these two groups of 
Gujarati merchants shows both similarities and differences. The 
Meiman came in smaller numbers from Bombay, Calcutta and 
sometimes even from Arabia like Ahmed Noormahomed.32 Passenger 
immigrants had to declare the place of their birth. In the case of the 
Surtees, most of them declared Surat but some declared Bombay. For 
the latter, it was possible to ascertain their place of origin by looking 
at their sponsors in Mauritius, as passengers had to declare their 
projected places of residence in Mauritius. Some Meimans declared 
Kutch but the majority inserted Bombay. Sometimes the Meiman 
outnumbered the Surtees on a boat. In April 1862, on the bark `Japan' 
there were 24 people from Bombay, 6 from Kutch-presumably these 
two groups were Meimans and 10 from Surat. While on the "Louisa", 
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there were 40 passenger immigrants from Surat and 31 from Bombay. 
Among the latter batch of 31 it seems that at least 10 were Surtees. The 
average age for migration for the year 1864 was 28 with younger 
person of 12 and older immigrant of 60 - most likely an Imman. The 
immigration of women passengers was rare, but it seems more 
prevalent among the Meiman. The pattern was to leave the wives in 
India like Ismaljee Mamoojee who, in his death will of 13 May 1852, 
declared to have a wife called Saibou with his mother Mominabou in 
Surat.33 It must also be noted the substantial increase of the Indian 
labouring element in the population - 56.8 per cent of the total 
population in 1855 (134,271 Indian immigrants in a grand total of 
226,692). The migration of Gujarati merchants and clerks attained a 
peak in the 1880's (vide Appendix 1). 
As most of these Surtee retailers and merchants came from 
agricultural villages which were based on the joint family system, it 
was customary to observe two brothers coming to Mauritius while 
other relatives were left to manage the land in India. These people 
came with very small capital and very often borrowed it on the local 
market. There were major exceptions as Ajum Goolam Hossen, LI. 
Toorawa and others who came with their capital. 



Internal Organisation of the Merchants 
In the course of interviews with relatives of old companies, it was 
possible to have some indications on the internal organisation which 
governed this mercantile community. Invariably, all informants refer 
to the terms of `bazaar'. From 1860's onwards, there were two distinct 
bazaars - Meiman bazaar and Surtee bazaar. I feel that these were 
mostly economic organisations existing among these two rival groups 
of merchants. In the context of Mauritius, the term `bazaar' could be 
equated to "mahajan" - which usually meant a body representing a 
group of people engaged in the same commercial activity, a governing 
council with an elected or occasionally hereditary headman, the 
Sheth.34 The mahajan was concerned with commercial matters such as 
the fixing of prices and adjucating disputes among members of a 
company. Informants recalled the meeting of members of the 
mahajan for two or three days accompanied with usual feasting to sort 
out disputes among members. 
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But the mahajan especially among the Surtee merchants was a major 
source of lending capital to retailers or other merchants. Ajum 
Goolam Hossen, one of the first Surtee merchants, was referred to as 
Sheth and in the course of the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a 
strong group of Shethia appeared. I suspect Ajum Goolam Hossen 
was responsible for a substantial migration of Surtees to Mauritius. 
While most of the Meimans and Bohras in Mauritius were 
representatives of commercial firms in Bombay like Abdoula Issac, 
agent for Hadjee Joussoup, Purtha Sally Mamode representing 
Camoo Jacob of Bombay and Saboo Sidick, the Surtees on the other 
hand formed companies in Mauritius. Ajum Goolam Hossen on his 
departure for India formed a company with Mamode Hossen and 
Hossein Daoudjee. These two partners were to bring some 3,200 
piastres to the already existing capital of 24,000 piastres of Ajum 
Goolam Hossen. The firm was to retain the name of Ajum Goolam 
Hossen. The contract stipulated the sharing of the profit in the 
following proportion: half to Ajum Goolam Hossen himself and one 
quarter to each of the other partners and losses were to be supported in 
the same proportion." Sometimes, those joint stock companies were 
formed in Bombay and later registered in Mauritius. Thus, Ismael 
Suleiman and Ibrahim Sulleiman formed a company of which "the 
social stock composed of 8,000 dollars in ready money and 
merchandise by Ismael Sulleiman and 6,300 dollars by Ibrahim 
Sulleiman and immovable properties" to start a "business of grain, 
grocery, drapery, haberdashery, except spirits and liquors" 36 In the 
1880's many Surtees, especially brothers, formed companies. Some 
local merchants entered in partnership with local retailers and were 
able to assure a ready market for their imported goods. The firm 
LI.Toorawa had several such links with retailers, for example 
Toorawa Randera, Toorawa Panchbhaya3' or at times imported firms 
kept retail outlets in rural areas. The Toorawa firm had a shop in 
Flacq 3'

Companies were not without their problems especially those 
Meiman companies which were represented in Mauritius. The case of 
Messrs Hajee Saboo Seedick and Company in 1891 helped to illustrate 
this problem. This "Bombay Cutchee Meiman" firm of the two 
brothers, Hajee Saboo Seedick and Hajee Haroon Seedick had 
problems with their representatives in Mauritius and a lengthy and 
comprehensive "procuration" appointed Hajee Habib Hajee Hossen 
with extensive powers."
 


In this procuration, special mention is made of these bills of 
exchange called "hundis". It seems that Saboo Seedick-, one of the
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most vigorous commercial firms existing in the earlier half of the 
nineteenth century, had substantial dealings in Mauritius. They seem 
to have acted as Shroff's to other merchants, It seems that, despite the 
imposition of uniform currency throughout British India since 1835, 
the hundis were used for overseas trade. 
All those Gujarati companies were supervised by chief clerk or 
"mehtajee", hindu accountant clerk. They had control over the 
dealings of the company. An intricate system of "vahi" (accounts) 
ranging from "rokar vahi" - that is cash book - to "khatavahi" 
where separate accounts were inserted for dealings with other 
companies were scrupulously kept by the mehtajees. Most traders 
deponing in front of the Royal Commission of 1909 described the vahi 
system of keeping accounts which came to be recognized by the local 
government. 


The Characteristics and the Pattern of Trade and Commerce 
We have already established some of the major characteristics of 
trade of the two major groups of Gujarati merchants." In the initial 
decade of 1850 to 1860, the trend established by the Parsees, Bickagee 
and Manackjee, persisted. In 1850, Allarecka was importing grains 
and ghee and selling at auction "2,584 bags of rice, 86 boxes of ghee, 
500 bags of gram dholl and 10 boxes of mustard oil"," while on the 
27th July 1850, Adam Purtha advertised the auction of 1,748 bags of 
Mooghy and Ballam rice and grains. Ackbar and Bucker were selling 
coriander, ginger, safran and mustard oil. Manackjee himself, the 
agent for the ship "City of Palaces" advertised the sale of beasts of 
burden. The main export in 1850 consisted of "lots of old copper and 
old metal". Aga Hassan seemed to have developed trade links with 
Cape Province as, under the rubric `cleared outwards' for Table Bay, 
he was recorded as exporting 178 bags of rice. ' 
In this early phase, the Gujarati merchants faced competition from 
the long established British, French and South Indian and Creole 
merchants. The firms of Scott, Pipon Bell and Company, Hunter 
Ireland and Company, Brown Freres, Francis and Company, 
Shobganchetty and Coopoochetty were also active in importing 
grains and other items" required for the ever increasing Indian 
indentured population. In fact, it is safe to assume that the volume of 
trade to India by the Gujarati and the local firms was shared equally. 
The imports of rice from India for 4 months of 1854 by the local firms 
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were 12,489 bags while the Gujarati imported 12,752 bags.-`' 
The percentage of Indian immigrant popuiation increased from 45.6 
per cent in 1851 to 63.0 per cent in 1858 and eventually to 68 per cent in 
1860. Between 1852 and 1864 17,859 arpents of new land were brought 
under sugar cane cultivation. In 1858, there were 259 family 
plantations each with their own mill and between 1850 and 1865 a total 
of 186,100 Indian indentured labourers were brought in. The one year 
contract was replaced by three-year and ultimately five-year terms. As 
part of the contract, the labourers were supplied with rations. 4 This 
need further stimulated the trade with India. Gradually, from a total of 
7 Gujarati merchants in 1853, Bolton's Almanach recorded 17 in 1863. 
In 1856, Beaton evaluated the importation of rice from India as the 
monopoly of the Gujarati traders. 5 Simonin who visited Mauritius in 
the later part of the 1850's further specified the shipping activities of 
these merchants. 6 As the pattern and volume of trade with India grew, 
so the number of merchants also increased. 
The increase in the volume of trade with India can be ascertained by 
analysing the following table:
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Imports
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42.4%
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The export to India consisted mostly of sugar which, since its 
inception in the 1860's, has been practised by the Gujarati merchants. 
The `Viscount Canning' loaded in 1862, 296,882 pounds of sugar for 
Bombay for the following- Gujat`ati merchants-Sulleiman, Yeeraz, 
Jonas Alharakia, Jaboo Mallock. 
Lamusse discussed the shift in Mauritian export of sugar from 
Britain to South Africa, Australia and especially India. In 1850, 
Mauritius exported 79 per cent of its sugar to Britain. In 1860, the 
percentage sold on the British market shrank to 48 per cent and by 
1890 a mere 10 per cent was sold in Britain. This change is attributed 
mostly to the beet sugar bounties which Britain practised from the 
1860's onwards.4' 
The Gujarati merchants moved in to occupy a predominent position 
in this trade with India. The trade map of the Gujarati merchants was 
to import grains and textiles from the Bay of Bengal through the ports 
of Calcutta, Chittagong and Madras and to export sugar to Bombay 
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followed by the import of textiles. Moulmein in Burma was the port for 
the importation of wood, most probably teak. Some of the Gujarati 
merchants had a beast of burden trade with the Arabian ports. 
An interesting aspect of the activities of some merchants was the 
coolie trade. They were engaged in both the importation of indentured 
labourers and the conveyance of returning immigrant to India.4g Jonas 
Alharakia, agent for Sophia Joakim, was under engagement with the 
colonial Government for the conveyance of returning immigrants to 
India.49 In the case of Mauritius, it was customary to carry coolies 
immigrating to Mauritius together with cargo, referred to as coolie 
stores. 
Most of the ships for which the Gujarati merchants were either 
owners or agents were `country built'. The ship-yards of both Bombay 
and Calcutta had access to "teak, the finest and most durable 
shipbuilding timber of all" and considerable skilled labour.5° Bark of 
300 to 500 tons was the most common type of ships used in the trade 
with India. Ajum Goolam Hossen's bark `Actoes' plied the Indian 
Ocean, trading with India, Burma and Singapore. Most of the ships 
were sailing ships as it was "the more economical carrier for the greatly 
expanding trade in bulky commodities, such as ...the jute and rice of 
India"." 
By the 1890's, the Gujarati merchants had firmly entrenched 
themselves in the trade with India despite the competition from other 
firms. Foremost among the local merchants was the British firm of 
Blyth, Green and Jourdain & Co. which still in 1890's had substantial 
dealings with India. The setting up of a textile mill in Pondicherry by 
the Anglo-French textile company in which Blyth had shares further 
increased the volume of trade by this firm, with India." The trade with 
Pondicherry in coloured cottons and oil" was still with the South 
Indian merchants like Shobgecherry and Ayasamy who were agents 
for most of the ships linking Port Louis with Pondicherry. 
But the Gujarati merchants had by 1890's diversified the trade to 
other India Ocean islands. Foremost among these merchants, was the 
Cutchee Meiman firm of Saboo Seedick which had restarted the trade 
in rice and bullocks from Madagascar to Mauritius. Some firms were 
on the re-export trade towards the Seychelles still a dependency of 
Mauritius. The firm of Abdool Rassoul seemed to have been very 
active in this direction. Various traders like Cassim and Mamoojee 
exported regularly to Reunion Island. But it was South Africa, 
especially Natal, which attracted the Gujarati merchants. The 
passenger lists from ships coming to or going from Durban published 
in the local press in 1880's onwards always included the names of 
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Gujarati traders based in Mauritius. Ajum Goolam Hossen exported 
dholl, haberdashery, ghee, dates to Natal fairly regularly after 1880.14 
The export of sugar to Aden, Muscat and other Arabian ports was an 
exclusive area for Gujarati merchants. 
The export of sugar to Australia which had showed a general 
progression since 1862 with 24.3 per cent, 1874 - 39.3 per cent, 1884 - 
31.9 per cent and a decline in 1895 12 per cent was in the control of the 
British firms with brief incuration by Alharakia. By 1901, Charles 
Bruce, the governor of Mauritius, described the trade of the island in 
the following terms: 
"The immigration of Asians caused rice to become the staple diet of the 
entire island: at the same time, the competition from sugar beet growers in 
Europe and added to other causes, resulted in India becoming the principal' 
market for Mauritian sugar. Thus the bulk of the traffic in all articles of 
consumption and everyday use has moved from Europe to India and is 
controlled by Indian merchants"." 
By 1890, there were 47 Gujarati merchants at Port-Louis and, 
for the first time, 9 merchants were Hindus." The latter were to be 
joined by two Parsee merchants by the closing years of the nineteenth 
century. The successes of these Gujarati merchants have been 
attributed partly to the lower profit margin on which these merchants 
operated" and their business acumen. 
This survey would not be complete without the mention of those 
Surtee retailers who established themselves in remote villages and who 
later on became merchants. These Surtee retailers with considerable 
huckerstering skills managed to accumulate capital to move to Port 
Louis. Key elements were the influence of peers, the immediate family, 
wider kinship networks and, in most instances, the Sheth from whom 
money was borrowed, 
The social system of the Surtee merchant class allowed for mobility. 
Socialization of young men coming from agricultural villages of South 
Gujarat, in a milieu where profit motives were not disparaged,, and 
where the constant search for the main chance were respected traits, 
provided a nurturing appropriate to entrepreneurship. The most 
striking example we were able to trace is Mamode Baboo who, in 
November 1859, had a retail shop at Tamarin and later associated 
himself with Allam to form one of the biggest textile and grain firms of 
the island. Some of the existing trading families of today like Kathrada 
and Atchia started as retailers in rural areas. 
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Entrepreneurial Spirit 
The dynamics of entrepreneurship can best be understood through 
descriptive case studies of those merchants who had dealings with the 
planters and controlled through a system of patronage rural trading 
station, including central retail stores and warehouses. We have 
selected two prominent merchants to illustrate this spirit of 
entrepreneurship which animated this group. 
In classical economic theory, entrepreneurs are nearly always 
individuals who exceeded ordinary standards of performance. 
Schumpeter's classic definition of an entrepreneur as a leader,'change 
agent' who combines the factors of production and distribution in new 
ways" is well illustrated in these two case studies. 
Mamode Ibrahim Atchia, one of the managers of the company of 
Atchia Freres of Rose Hill, describes his activities to the Swenthenham 
Commission of 1909. His father, Ibrahim Atchia, came to Mauritius in 
1862 from the small village of Barbodhan, some 10 kilometres west of 
Surat. He started one of those rural stores in Rose Hill and by the year 
1890 occupied, a prominent position in the local community. His eldest 
son, Mamode Ibrahim Atchia, became one of the first Indian members 
to sit on the local municipal board of Rose Hill and Beau Bassin. 
Despite staunch opposition from the local whites, Charles Bruce, the 
then Governor, kept him on the Board for the Atchias in Rose Hill 
were a household name in the Mauritius of the 1900, They had built a 
dam across a river and were generating electricity to lit up the houses 
and streets of Rose Hill. As the sugar export kept on increasing, the 
Atchias were quick to invest in sisal cultivation. They had a sisal 
plantation of about 110 arpents with a fibre factory. The fibres were 
used for the making of gunny bags. Apart from their-shop in the centre 
of Rose Hill, they were engaged in sugar cane cultivation. Later on 
they were to be the first to build and run cinemas in Mauritius. 
Unlike the Atchias, Ibrahim Ismail was a merchant at Port Louis. 
He came from Bombay to Mauritius in 1881 and started the 
importation of rice and dholl from India anf the export of sugar and 
molasses. He supplied coolie stores to some estates and had at different 
points in time, financed the estates at about 10 or 11 per cent interest, 
He insisted in his representation in front of the Swenthenham 
Commission that he did not charge any interest on the grains sold to 
the estates but was a major money lending agent for the sugar estates. 
In 1909, he was paying Rs 300,000 in the form of taxes on imports and 
exports. These two case studies illustrate well Hart's division of 
entrepreneur into a traditional entrepreneurs and "westernized 
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entrepreneurs" of the Atchia's type.`' 
It has not been able to have access to surviving records, but during 
interviews, informants revealed classic elements of entrepreneurship 
which contributed to the business successes of these merchants.These 
included disciplined management of accounts referred to in Gujarati 
as `vahi' and supervision of personnel. Sensitivity to new trends and 
wiliingness to share risks are two characteristics of the textile 
merchants. Mr Mirze Ahmode illustrated these quite clearly in his 
gigantic advertisement which he caused to be inserted in the local 
press.59 Ahmode had two textile shops, one near the market and one at 
Desforges Street and the motto of the shops was
 

"A ceux qui trompent pas de prosperite, 
Pour nos clients, n'ayons que la verite".
 


He offered for sale "Moleskine, Mousseline, Indiennes, Cachemire 
noires, botines and satin". The papers from 18,80's onwards carried 
full page advertisement for the sale of cloth. This trend to adopt 
modern salesmanship techniques coupled with methodical work 
routines and close supervision of personnel and account by the 
employment of "mentajees" (Hindu account clerks) were a permanent 
feature of those merchants. 
The possibilities of systematic and capitalistic commercial agri 
culture were not ignored. A handful of Gujarati merchants invested 
substantial funds in tracts of land as has been noted for the Atchias. 
As was noted by Nemo,b° the Gujarati merchants "au debut resterent 
en partie paysans combinant la gerance des terres avec celles des 
commerces". The venture of Allam at Bel Ombre sugar estate in the 
South of Mauritius was quoted by several informants. Gujarati 
retailers in the villages like Toorawas and Kathradas invested in the 
sugar cane cultivation prior to moving to Port Louis. But it was 
investrnent in immovable properties which seerried to have attracted 
most merchants. This form of "semi investment' 61 needs further 
study. It is suspected that investment in buildings often under 
another's name protected a merchant's wealth against claims of his 
relatives.This investment acted as a stimulus to the construction boom 
which took place in Port Louis in the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century. It further helped to contribute to employment in the skill 
trades of house building and to the general development of Mauritius. 
Informants are still nostalgic about Vayid's property at the top of 
Desforges Street or Grande case of Atchia at Rose Hill. By 1900, the 
Gujarati merchants was a source of capital for the local sugarocrats 
and had substantial investment in building.


